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Abstract—The impact of spatial correlation on mutual infor-
mation (MI) is analyzed for MIMO radar. Unlike the work done
in literature for statistical MIMO radar, we consider the spatial
correlation of the target matrix elements to study the correlated
MIMO radar performance. There is a trade-off between coherent
processing gain in correlated MIMO radar and spatial diversity
gain of target scatterers in uncorrelated MIMO radar. We ad-
dress how the MI between the received signal and target channel
matrix is affected by spatial correlation. Using majorization
theory and the notion of Schur-convexity, we prove that MI has
a changing behavior with respect to spatial correlation, where
at low SNR, the MI is Schur-convex, i.e. showing increasing
performance as correlation increases. However, this behavior
changes at high SNR, since MI is Schur-concave at high SNR,
hence it decreases as the spatial correlation increases. Moreover,
we investigate the conditions for spatially uncorrelated MIMO
radar. According to these conditions, as the operating frequency
increases with respect to the target location and dimensions,
the received paths become more uncorrelated. Hence, the setup
with lower operating frequency (more correlated) performs better
compared to the higher frequency setup at low SNR. However
at high SNR, this behavior is reversed.

I. INTRODUCTION

It has been recently shown that applying multiple input

multiple output (MIMO) concept in radar systems leads to

significant performance improvement [1]. Unlike phased array

radar, MIMO radar offers waveform diversity capabilities,

sending different transmit signals, that can be correlated or

uncorrelated, and jointly processing the received signals at

the receive antennas. Fundamentally, MIMO radar offers more

degrees of freedom and more resolution than the phased array

radar [2]. Such radars can be classified into colocated or

widely distributed (statistical) radar. In colocated MIMO radar,

the transmitter and receiver are relatively close, such that the

radar observes the same target’s radar cross section (RCS). In

this case, the radar offers better resolution, higher parameter

identifiability and higher sensitivity to detect slow targets

[3]. A MIMO radar with widely separated antennas is called

statistical MIMO radar. This type of radar captures the spatial

diversity of the target’s RCS, and with the aid of non-coherent

processing, diversity gain for target detection and parameter

estimation can be obtained [4]. Moreover, the authors in [4]

show that by utilizing spatial diversity in statistical MIMO

radars, it can overcome bandwidth limitations and offer high

resolution target localization. In addition, they derive condi-

tions for spatial de-correlation of the reflected paths to achieve

the diversity gain. Those conditions are influenced by the

antenna spacing, operating frequency and the target location

and dimensions.

For both types of radar, the corresponding waveform design

problem has been under an on-going research, to optimize

target detection or information. In [5], the authors proposed

waveform design for MIMO radar to maximize the conditional

mutual information (MI) between the target random impulse

response and the reflected waveforms. It is shown that wave-

forms that maximize the MI, also minimize the minimum

mean square error (MMSE). The authors in [6] done similar

work but in the presence of colored noise, they show that the

optimum waveform in this case should match the target and

noise eigen directions.

In this paper, we investigate waveform design to maximize

MI for statistical MIMO radar. We vary the spatial correlation

in different SNR conditions, and analyze how the MI is

affected. We use majorization theory and the notion of Schur-

convexity to describe analytically this behavior. Specifically,

we modify the operating frequency to change the degree of

spatial correlation at the receiver. This is due to the fact that,

at low operating frequencies, the reflected paths from the target

become more correlated, and the other way around for higher

frequencies. Interestingly, we show that MI behaves better

under low SNR condition for correlated channels, however at

high SNR, less correlated channels achieve better behavior.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II

provides a brief and comprehensive introduction to majoriza-

tion, and other definitions related to Schur-convexity. Section

III presents the statistical MIMO radar model, and analyzes

the conditions for spatial de-correlation of a MIMO radar

channel. Section IV presents a measure of spatial correlation,

and discusses the optimum waveform design for MIMO radar.

This section examines the Schur-convexity of the MI function

in high and low SNR, then numerical results is provided in

section V. Section VI draws conclusions.

II. PRELIMINARIES AND BASIC DEFINITIONS

Spatial correlation among the signals received at the receiver

has great impact on the performance of the MIMO radar.

Since, highly correlated signals would possibly increase the

coherent processing gain [7], while uncorrelated signals would

emphasize more the spatial diversity of the target scatterers

[8]. Therefore, we need to analyze and model the spatial
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correlation observed from the different paths between the

transmitter and receiver. In [4], the authors provide conditions

for correlated and uncorrelated MIMO radars, however in this

paper we analyze how the spatial correlation affects the system

performance.

Before proceeding with the description of correlation in our

model, we introduce some necessary definitions in the follow-

ing.

Definition 1. we say x majorizes y with notion x � y if [9]

m
∑

k=1

xk ≥
m
∑

k=1

yk,m = 1, . . . , n− 1 and

n
∑

k=1

xk =

n
∑

k=1

yk

Majorization describes a partial order between two vectors

x , y ∈ Rn [10], it depicts if the components of x is less

spread out or more nearly equal than the components of y.

The next definition describes the behavior of function f when

applied to vectors x and y.

Definition 2. A function f defined on A ⊂ R
n is said to be

Schur-convex on A if

x � y on A =⇒ f(x) ≥ f(y),

and Schur-concave on A if

x � y on A =⇒ f(x) ≤ f(y).

The next lemma provides a condition to test the Schur

convexity of a valued vector function.

Lemma 1 (Schur-Ostrowski Condition, [9, Lemma 2.5]). Let

I ⊂ R be an open interval and let f : In→ R be continously

differentiable. f is said to be Schur-convex on In if

f is symmetric 1 on I,

and for all a ∈ In

(xi − xj)(
∂f

∂xi
−

∂f

∂xj
) ≥ 0 ∀ 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, (1)

and Schur-concave if the inequality in (1) is in the opposite

direction [9].

The symmetry condition in Lemma 1 limits its applicability

to only symmetric functions. Hence, there have been several

works to deal with this restriction. Hwang in [11] generalized

the Schur condition in Lemma 1 for partially ordered sets.

He introduced a corresponding notion for the Schur-Ostrowski

condition, where ∂f
∂xi

≥ ∂f
∂xj

for all x ∈ Rn and i, j = 1, . . . , n
where j dominates i in the partially order points and the

resulting inequalities (j > i).

Theorem 1. [11] Let f(x1, . . . , xn) be a function defined

over the domain D, such that x = [x1, x2, . . . , xn]
T

. Let

P = [p1, p2, . . . , pn]
T

be a set of points partially ordered

by ’≥’, and a = [a1, a2, . . . , an]
T

, b = [b1, b2, . . . , bn]
T

be

1A function is symmetric if the argument vector can be arbitraly permuted
without changing the value of the function

two set of weights where ai and bi are associated with pi for

i = 1, . . . , n, then

f(a1, . . . , an) ≥ f(b1, . . . , bn),

for all a majorizing b on P if and only if f for every i and

j, pi ≥ pj fulfills

∂f

∂xi
≥

∂f

∂xj
∀ x ∈ D.

The following definition provides a measure for correlation

to compare between two covariance matrices.

Definition 3 ( [9, Definition 4.2]). If we have two arbitrary

target covariance matrices, R1
h̄

and R2
h̄

, with eigenvalues σh1

, and σh2
respectively, arranged in descending order such that

σh1,1 ≥ σh1,2 ≥ . . . ≥ σh1,T ≥ 0 and σh2,1 ≥ σh2,2 ≥
. . . ≥ σh2,T ≥ 0, where T = MN, with constraint that

Tr(R1
h̄
)=Tr(R2

h̄
). we say that R1

h̄
is more correlated than

R2
h̄

, if σh1
< σh2

such that

L
∑

l=1

σh1,l ≥
L
∑

l=1

σh2,l for 1 ≤ L ≤ T − 1. (2)

This definition is different from the usual statistical corre-

lation definition. Normally in statistics, a diagonal covariance

matrix is uncorrelated, independent from the values of auto-

covariances on its diagonal. In definition (3), the target covari-

ance matrices are uncorrelated, if the auto-covariances on the

diagonal are equal in addition to the statistical independence

[9, Remark 4.1].

This means that the larger the sum of the first l eigenvalues of

the covariance matrix of the target are the more correlated are

the scattepaths arriving at the receiver from the target. This

leads to further insight that if the covariance matrix of a radar

target having the most uncorrelated paths, would have equal

eigen values, while the target covariance matrix with the most

correlated paths would have only one non-zero eigen value.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

Assume a distributed target consisting of Q scatterers, each

scatterer is considered as independent, and isotropic. The

target is illuminated by statistical MIMO radar with widely

separated antennas with M transmitters and N receivers as

in Figure 1, with transmitter m at position tm= (xtm, ytm),
and receiver n at position rn= (xrn, yrn). The scattered signal

from one scatterer q located at position tq = (xq , yq), received

at rn at time instant k is given by

yqn(k) =

M
∑

m=1

hq
mnsm(k − τtm(tq) + τrn(tq)) + wn(k), (3)

where sm(k) is the waveform transmitted by transmitter m,

wn(k) is the noise at receiver n. Defining hmn as the channel

from m to receiver n for all Q scatterers, which is given by

hmn =

Q
∑

q=1

αq exp(−j2πfc[τtm(tq) + τrn(tq)]) (4)



tm = (xtm, ytm)

rn = (xrn, yrn)

ξq, tq = (xq, yq) t0 = (x0, y0)

Figure 1: MIMO radar with an extended target, containing of

four point targets.

defining αq as the reflectivity of the scatterer, which is a zero

mean, i.i.d complex Gaussian random variable with variance

of 1/Q [12], and τtm(tq)=d(tm, tq)/c is the propagation

time delay between transmitter m located at position tm and

scatterer q, where d(tm, tq) is the distance between m and q,

and c is the speed of light. Accordingly exp(−j2πfcτtm(tq))
is the phase shift due to the propagation from m to q,

and similarly exp(−j2πfcτrn(tq)) is the phase shift due to

propagation from scatterer q till receiver n, where τrn(tq)
is the propagation time delay between q and n. Similar to

[4], we assume that the bandwidth of the waveform trans-

mitted is not wide enough to resolve individual scatterers.

Therefore, we assume that sm(k − τtm(tq) + τrn(tq)) ≈
sm(k − τtm(t0) + τrn(t0)), where we assume that the radar

cross section of the target (RCS) has center of gravity located

at t0 = (x0, y0). Furthermore, the path gains hmn is organized

in a N ×M matrix H, as shown in [4], the structure of this

matrix is

H = KΣG. (5)

The transmit paths are organized in a Q × M ma-

trix G, where G = [gT
1 ; . . . ;g

T
Q], where gT

q =
[exp(−j2πfcτt1(tq)), . . . , exp(−j2πfcτtM (tq))]. The receive

paths are in a N ×Q matrix K, where K= [k1, . . . ,kQ], and

kT
q = [exp(−j2πfcτr1(tq)), . . . , exp(−j2πfcτrN (tq))]. The

reflectivity of all scatterers is organized in a diagonal Q×Q
matrix Σ, where Σ =diag([α1, . . . , αQ]).
Therefore, we can obtain the total received signal across all

K time samples as

yn = hT
nS

T +wn, (6)

where yn = [yn(1) yn(2) . . . yn(K)], hn =
[h1n h2n . . . hMn]

T , S = [s(1) s(2) . . . s(K)]T , where

s(k) = [s1(k) s2(k) . . . sM (k)]. We assume that

K ≥ max(M,N). From (6), we define the received

signal from all the antennas as

Y = SH+W, (7)

in which Y ∈ CK×N, Y = [y1 y2 . . .yN ], H ∈ CM×N

is the target scattering matrix containing all the path gains

hmn from transmit to receive antennas, W ∈ CK×N is a

colored noise matrix with independent and identically (i.i.d)

distributed columns, where W = [w1 w2 . . .wN ]. Moreover

we define ȳ = vec(Y), h̄ = vec(H), and w̄ = vec(W), where

vec(X) is obtained by column wise staking of the matrix X.

Consequently, (7) can be rewritten as

ȳ = S̃h̄+ w̄, (8)

where S̃ = IN⊗S. We assume that H and W are independent,

with distributions

h̄ ∼ CN (0,Rh̄) ,

w̄ ∼ CN (0,Rw̄) ,

where Rh̄ ∈ CMN×MN is positive semidefinite correlation

matrix of the target, defined as Rh̄= E[h̄h̄H] and Rw̄ ∈
C

NK×NK is a positive semidefinite correlation matrix of the

noise. Let the eigen-decomposition of Rh̄ and Rw̄ be

Rh̄ = VhΣhV
H
h ,

Rw̄ = VwΣwV
H
w ,

where Vh, Vw are unitary matrices, while Σh, and Σw are

diagonal matrices, with vectors σh, σw on the diagonals re-

spectively, such that σh = ([σh,1, σh,2, . . . , σh,MN)], (σw) =
([σw,1, σw,2, . . . , σw,NK]) are diagonal matrices whose ele-

ments are arranged in descending order.

Suppose that there are two transmit antennas at location

(xtm, ytm) and (xti, yti) respectively, while the receive ones

are (xrn, yrn) and (xrj , yrn) respectively. Furthermore, the

target dimensions is defined as dx along x axis and dy along

y axis. If at least one of the following conditions is met, then

the channel is considered as uncorrelated.

There are four conditions for spatial de-correlation of the

channel elements hmn [4].

xtm

d(tm, t0)
−

xti

d(tm, t0)
>

λc

dx
ytm

d(tm, t0)
−

yti
d(tm, t0)

>
λc

dy
xrn

d(rn, t0)
−

xrj

d(rn, t0)
>

λc

dx
yrn

d(rn, t0)
−

yrj
d(rn, t0)

>
λc

dy
,

(9)

where λc is the operating wavelength. As noticed from the

previous conditions, changing any of the following factors

would affect the spatial de-/correlation of the channel matrix,

1) Spacing between transmit / receive antennas

2) Operating frequency

3) Target Dimensions

4) Distance between the target and the antennas.

Consequently, those factors would affect the eigenvalue dis-

tribution of the target covariance matrix, which would in

turn affect the Schur-convexity/Schur-concavity of the MI.



For further insights into those conditions, let us apply what

was previously discussed in section IV-B, where on one hand

having a spatially correlated channel matrix H is better at

low SNR from MI perspective, while on the other hand a de-

correlated channel is better at high SNR.

IV. OPTIMUM WAVEFORM DESIGN AND IMPACT OF

SPATIAL CORRELATION

The measure of correlation defined in (3) allows us to ana-

lyze the impact of spatial correlation on performance measures

for waveform design. Indeed, we will investigate how the

waveform design for maximizing the mutual information (MI)

between ȳ and h̄ can be affected by the spatial correlation of

h̄.

A. Waveform Design based on maximizing Mutual Informa-

tion

The mutual information between ȳ, and h̄, if the transmitted

waveform is known, is given by [6]

I(ȳ; h̄|S̃) = N [log[det(S̃Rh̄S̃
H +Rw̄]− log det(Rw̄)]].

(10)

Then, the optimization problem of waveform design to maxi-

mize the MI can be formulated as

max
S̃

log[det(S̃Rh̄S̃
HR−1

w̄ + INK)]

s.t. Tr (S̃S̃H) ≤ Ptot.
(11)

Lemma 2. [13] The optimum waveform for maximizing MI

is the following

S̃opt = Vw

[

0MN×(NK−MN) Σs
1/2

]T

VH
H . (12)

Σs is a square diagonal matrix, Σs ∈ CMN×MN with elements

σs,i on its diagonal.

It should be mentioned that in (12), the left singular vector

of the optimum waveform refers to the eigenvector of the noise

covariance matrix in increasing order, while the right singular

values refer to the eigen vector of the covariance matrix which

should be in decreasing order, i.e. the eigenvalues of the noise

and the target are sorted in oppositional order according to the

following theorem.

Theorem 2. [13] For positive semidefinite matrices A and

B, with eigenvalues α1 ≥ α2... ≥ αn, β1 ≥ β2... ≥ βn.

n
∏

i=1

(αi + βi) ≤ det(A+B) ≤
n
∏

i=1

(αi + βn+1−i). (13)

Hence, if the eigen value decomposition of A = UAΛAU
H
A

and B = UBΛBU
H
B , then the upper bound is achieved for

UA =PUB, where P is a permutation matrix with ones on

the anti-diagonal such that

P =











0 0 . . . 1
0 . . . 1 0
...

...
...

...

1 0 . . . 0











,

and the lower bound is achieved for UA =UB. Then we

can solve for the power allocation of the singular values σs,i

of the optimal waveform S̃opt in (12) by rewriting (11) as

max
σs,i

MN
∑

i=1

log

(

σs,i σh,i

σw,MN−i+1
+ 1

)

s.t.

M
∑

k=1

σs,k ≤ Ptot.

(14)

Then we can obtain the solution using the celebrated water

filling algorithm [6], such that

σs,i =

(

1

λ
−

σw,MN−i+1

σh,i

)+

,

where λ is the waterlevel and is determined based on the total

power, by solving the following equation

MN
∑

i=1

(

1

λ
−

σw,MN−i+1

σh,k

)+

= Ptot.

B. Analysis of effect of spatial correlation on MI

In this subsection, we analyze the MI expression, if it is

Schur-convex or Schur-concave with respect to the eigenvalues

of the target covariance matrix, and subsequently how the

function behaves with respect to the correlation of signals

reflected from the target scatterers. As per Lemma 2, the

eigenvalues of the noise and the target are assumed to be in

oppositional order to obtain the optimum solution, as explained

in Theorem 2. Therefore, we rewrite (14) as

f (σh,k) =

MN
∑

i=1

log

(

σs,i σh,i

σw,MN−i+1
+ 1

)

. (15)

Hence, to use Theorem 1, we assume that σh is a partially

ordered vector, σh,i > σh,j . Therefore, we can use Theorem 1

to check for the Schur condition with respect to the eigenvalue

of σh by taking the partial derivative of (15) such that

∂f

∂σh,i
=

σs,i

σh,iσs,i + σw,MN−i+1
. (16)

Since elements of σh are arranged in descending order,

(σh,i − σh,j) ≥ 0. Hence, the sign of

∂f

∂σh,i
−

∂f

∂σh,j
,

which is defined as

σs,i

σh,iσs,i + σw,MN−i+1
−

σs,j

σh,jσs,j + σw,MN−j+1
, (17)

is totally dependent on the optimum power allocation values

and the noise eigenvalues. Herein, the behavior of the function

will be analyzed at high and low SNR.

Lemma 3. In case of non-colored, independent, identically

distributed (i.i.d) noise, in high SNR regimes, the water-

filling solution to (14) is given by σs = Ptot

MN1
T (equal

power allocation p), hence, (17) would be always smaller than

zero, hence Schur-concave. However in low SNR regimes, the



instance i j (18)

1 1 2 3

2 1 3 2

3 1 4 0.75

4 2 3 1

5 2 4 0.3

6 3 4 0.125

Table I: Evaluation of (18) using values in example IV.1

solution of (14) would be σs = [Ptot, 0, . . . , 0], where the

power is only given for the strongest eigen mode of the target.

Consequently, (17) would be always positive, since the second

term in (17) would be 0, and the first term is positive, then

according to Lemma 1, the function is Schur-convex.

Theorem 3. In case of colored-noise, in high SNR regimes,

(17) is Schur-convex if

max
1≤i<j≤MN

σh,i − σh,j

σw,MN−j+1 − σw,MN−i+1
≤

1

p
, (18)

and Schur-concave otherwise.

Proof. We can further simplify (17) to be the following

(

σh,i +
σw,MN−i+1

σs,i

)−1

−

(

σh,j +
σw,MN−j+1

σs,2

)−1

.

(19)

Hence, in order for (19) to be greater than 0, then the following

must apply

σh,i +
σw,MN−i+1

σs,i
≤ σh,j +

σw,MN−j+1

σs,j
, (20)

since in high SNR regimes, the optimal water-filling solution is

nearly equal power allocation σs,i=σs,j=pl. Therefore, after

some mathematical reordering in (20), we can get the result

in (18).

Example IV.1. If we assumed MN = 4, σh = [5, 2, 1, 0.5]
and σw = [8, 4, 3, 2]. Then we have 6 cases demonstrated in

Table I with their corresponding values of the left hand side

(L.H.S) of (18). The maximum value of (18) here occurs when

i = 1, and j = 2, therefore in order to apply Theorem 3, then

p ∈ (0, 1
3 ].

In low SNR, the effect of colored noise will not be sig-

nificant, as only the first eigen-mode of the target would be

triggered, hence lemma 3 will hold as well in case of low SNR

with colored noise.

This changing behavior of the MI in low and high SNR,

gives indication that according to Definition 3 and 4, spatially

correlated channels behave better in low SNR, however in high

SNR, it is better to have uncorrelated channel.

In the following section, we simulate this changing behavior

by controlling the spatial correlation. Moreover, for further

insights, we manipulate the spatial correlation conditions for

MIMO radar which was previously discussed in section III,
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Figure 2: Normalized Mutual Information (MI) (with respect

to the maximum value) as function of τ which represents the

degree of correlation (τ = 0 totally uncorrelated, τ = 1 totally

correlated channel) for different total SNR values (0 dB,5 dB,

and 20 dB) assuming colored noise.

by changing the operating frequency and analyze its effect in

low and high SNR.

V. SIMULATIONS

A. Schur Convexity and Schur Concavity of MI

In the first set of simulations, the performance of the MI

function is analyzed across different spatial correlations. In

theorem 3, it is proven that MI has changing behavior in high

and low SNR regimes. Here, we illustrate this behavior through

numerical evaluation. We assume that M = N = 2 and K =
2. The eigenvalues of Rw for colored noise case are [8, 4, 3, 2].
We keep the eigenvalues of the noise fixed, and change the

total power value to vary the SNR. In order to simulate the

effect of correlation, the eigenvalues of Rh are defined as

σh=τ ∗ [1, 0, 0, 0]+ (1− τ)[0.25, 0.25, 0.25, 0.25], hence, the

eigenvalues will vary from uncorrelated when τ = 0 to highly

correlated when τ = 1.

In figure 2, the MI is plotted across different SNR values, the

MI is normalized at each SNR, where at SNR 0, it can be seen

that the MI is increasing as the correlation increases. Since the

MI is Schur-convex at low SNR, it increases with increasing

the correlation. However, when the SNR is increased to be 20

dB, the function has a decreasing behavior since it is Schur-

concave at high SNR, where the maximum of MI is achieved

when τ=0, and then decreases with increasing the correlation.

Yet, at intermediate SNR at 5 dB, the function is not behaving

neither Schur- convex nor concave.

B. Spatially correlated MIMO Radar setup

In the second set of simulations, we simulate the scenario in

Figure 1 using the model of a widely separated MIMO radar

with M= 2 and N= 2. Here, we want to check the effect of

the operating frequency on the spatial correlation conditions

in (9). Hence, we carefully chose the other factors defined in



eq. (9) such that it will not affect the correlation, to verify the

effect of frequency. Hence, the coordinates of the transmitter

are (2,4.8) and (2.2,4) meters, while the receivers are located

at (0,2) and (0,4). We assume that there is a distributed target

with Q = 1000, its center is located at (2,2) meters, and

dx = dy = 2m. The parameters are chosen such that we

have two different channels H, one spatially correlated by

violating the rules in (9), and the other matrix spatially de-

correlated. From the four factors stated, we changed the first

working frequency to be fc = 0.1 GHz, which makes the

channel correlated, while in the second case fc = 8 GHz,

decreasing λc and therefore obeying the mentioned conditions.

Figure 3 shows the performance of MI at both frequencies,

which agrees with the behavior explained before, since the

low frequency curve performs better at low SNR, where the

spatial correlation is high. This agrees with corollary 3 where

at low SNR the function is Schur-convex. However, as the

SNR increases, the high frequency curve achieves higher MI,

since the spatial correlation decreases. Accordingly, to achieve

maximum MI at high SNR, the channel elements must be de-

correlated.
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Figure 3: Mutual Information as function of SNR for two

different operating frequencies at 0.1 GHz (highly correlated

channel) and 8 GHz (less correlated channel) showing the

change in behavior of MI function in high and low SNR .

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we discussed the effect of spatial correlation

in a statistical MIMO radar. We used MI between the target

random response and the reflected signal as a metric in

presence of colored noise. We proved that MI is a Schur-

convex function with respect to spatial correlation at low SNR,

i.e monotonically increasing function. Contrarily, this behavior

changes at high SNR, and the function is Schur-concave.

Moreover, we applied those findings on statistical MIMO radar

setup, by changing the operation frequency to control the

spatial correlation of the reflected paths. The simulations show

that at low SNR, the performance of the radar is better at

low frequencies, which is surpassed by the high frequency

operating radar at high SNR conditions.
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